This paper considers the necessary transformations and the computational issues associated with the determination of the maximal structured singular value, pmazr without the use of a frequency gridding strategy. It is shown that, for the case of purely real model perturbations, convergence difficulties exist in determining bounds on pmoz using existing Matlab software. A new computational scheme is presented which improves on existing methods for the computation of the worst case combination of real uncertain parameters. This scheme easily outperforms regularisation type solutions, which have been sumested as one way of improving the conuncertainty (see e.g. 191). In theory, this approach allows the frequency where the peak gain and the corresponding combination of uncertain parameters that cause the maximal structured singular value, pmoz to occur, to be directly computed. It is well known that calculation of the exact value of p is an NP hard problem [3] and consequently upper and lower bounds on p need t o be determined. The key challenge for any computational scheme is therefore how close can the bounds on p be made. A clear added benefit in the use of a p-test on a static matrix is that there is now only one test problem as opposed to the series of matrices that need to be considered for the case of a standard frequency sweep. parameter uncertainty results obtained using these algorithms tend to provide little information about the combination of uncertain parameters that yield p,,,... Hence, the determination of a good lower bound on pmaz is necessary. It has been suggested that improved 1 I n t r o d u c t i o n . convergence can be achieved through the introduction of additional complex parameters in the uncertainty set [SI. This paper presents a critical assessment of the merits of such "regularisation" techniques in the determination of pmoz and the attendant combination of physical parameters that cause pmaz to occur over a frequency interval for a well known civil aircraft based robustness analysis problem. We claim that a scheme based on the use of transformations which provide a single static test matrix and an optimisation based lower bound algorithm offers significant improvements in performance compared with both classical Matlab p-Toolbox and regularisation based algorithms. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the structured singular d u e , p, and presents the transformations necessary to calculate pmas over a frequency interval using only One static matrix. Different computational schemes for Pmoz, including a new optimisation based algorithm are outlined in section 3, while section 4 provides a civil aircraft example where existing schemes for robustness analysis
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ysis, The improvement is illustrated on a well
In practice, it is usual to compute an upper bound on p using well developed Matlab toolbox algorithms (see e.g. [1], [5] ). For the case of strictly real uncertain Keywords:-Structured singular "due robustness analysis -certification.
parameter uncertainty results obtained using these algorithms tend to provide little information about the combination of uncertain parameters that yield p,,,... Hence, the determination of a good lower bound on pmaz is necessary. It has been suggested that improved 1 I n t r o d u c t i o n . convergence can be achieved through the introduction of additional complex parameters in the uncertainty set [SI. This paper presents a critical assessment of the merits of such "regularisation" techniques in the determination of pmoz and the attendant combination of physical parameters that cause pmaz to occur over a frequency interval for a well known civil aircraft based robustness analysis problem. We claim that a scheme based on the use of transformations which provide a single static test matrix and an optimisation based lower bound algorithm offers significant improvements in performance compared with both classical Matlab p-Toolbox and regularisation based algorithms. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the structured singular d u e , p, and presents the transformations necessary to calculate pmas over a frequency interval using only One static matrix. Different computational schemes for Pmoz, including a new optimisation based algorithm are outlined in section 3, while section 4 provides a civil aircraft example where existing schemes for robustness analysis The problem of certification is a major research theme in the design of control laws for modern aircraft. For a safety-critical process such as this an engineer must be able to guarantee that the system response will be within prespecified bounds. The structured singular value, I", has been suggested as a tool for predicting the maximal gain that is possible from a system when some a priori knowledge exits about the nature of the uncertainty acting on that system. However the fact that p is a frequency domain metric poses problems for certzcation. In practice, p is usually computed over a frequency grid. This technique may prove unreliable for the case of and high peaks on the since it becomes possible to miss the critical frequency. The unit hypercube ' D is the normalised set of all permissible perturbations on the nominal system M ( s ) .
Computation of peak gain from a Linear Fractional Transformation (LFT) reduc-to an augmented p problem, i.e.,
The interconnection structure M ( s ) -AR is stable for all normalised pertubations with 16%1 5 1, iE
The Maximal Structured Singular Value pmaz can he computed directly using the following lemma which is a variation on the original result presented in [9] . 
Determination of Maximal System Gain
A direct application of the robust performance theorem [l] , allows the problem of maximal system gain in the presence of uncertainty to be cast as a panalysis problem. By closing the path from y back to U with a performance block Ap in Figure l (a) so that A = diag(AR, A,) it follows directly that peak system gain corresponds to
It is often the case that Ap is a complex block reflecting the gain and phase transfer function :
. However the added uncertainty described in Lemma 2.1 provides an example where a performance block A,, which r e p resents the frequency where peak gain will occur in a robust stability analysis is also constrained to be real.
Computation of pmas
This section considers different computational schemes for pmoz. It also outlines the limitations of existing schemes for the case where the uncertainty set is constrained to be strictly real. k,,,<" = 1 can be computed from the following equation. ,,,aAR,) with Two potential solutions to this fundamental robustness analysis problem are now considered. It is argued that the latter approach is more beneficial for the family of applications that are at hand.
Regularisation Approach
Techniques have been proposed that offer improved convergence properties for strictly real robustness anal: ysis problems by introducing scaled complex uncertainty into the perturbation set. This has proven effective in the calculation of p over a frequency grid for a selection of problems (see e.g. [SI).
Consider the arrangement of Figure 2 -.~' (13)
AR E R(ntp)x(n+p) and Ac E C ( n t P ) x ( n t p )
The basis for this scheme is that as p + 0, this mixed p analysis approximates the strictly red p problem.
Selection of p is always an issue hut in practice, p = 0.1 is typical.
Optimisation Approach
Due to the convergence difficulties associated with the power algorithms that existing matlab toolboxes use for the computation of a p lower hound, an alternative optimization approach has been proposed [2] . The lower bound of the real structured singular value from equation (1) is defined as:
y is a user-defined small number and controls the accuracy of the resu1t.A feature of the approach is that a minimum destabilising AR of appropriate structure is computed after each iteration of a line search algo--rithm. Exit criteria can easily be chosen for a particular problem so that a good estimate of the-worst case
The ,augmented perturbation AR is expanded to twice its original size A, by including complex blocks that are exactly the same structure and dimension as the the original real-blocks For compatibility and in order to incorporate a scaling factor p on the artificially created destabilising AR will be computed. As the search.for a worst case destabilising A is non-convex, local minima can of course occur however. To address this problema detection procedure has been added to the algorithm. This add-on forces a restart of the optimisation with a different starting 'seed' vector if the gap between the upper and lower bound on p is deemed significant. A user-defined maximum can be placed on the number of restarts that are allowed. Whenever a restart is necessary, or at the very outset of the optimisation, the 'seed' vector can also be extracted from a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on N . This lower bound approach has been shown to offer significant improvement over existing p lower bound algorithms, [l] , where convergence does not occur with real uncertainty 121. Convergence difficulties due to the possible discontinuities of p as a function of frequency are therefore overcome using this approach. Unlike the previous regularisation approach, the 'mu' function associated with this optimisation algorithm can be applied directly to lemma 2.1 Thus pmaz is computed using only one static matrix with this approach which offers a significant compntational saving even if a number of optimisation restarts are necessary.
Po = 4 Civil Aircraft Analysis Example
This robustness analysis example is taken from 161. It is easily reproduced and provides a good example of the potential limitations of a regularisation type approach to strictly real robustness analysis. + v4 + y a p + ya,
The acceleration at the centre of gravity is given by:
Uncertainties are introduced in the 14 stability derivaNp, N,, and Ns?. Each of the uncertain parameters is allowed to vary within H 2 % of its nominal value. For instance, the first stability derivative can be rewritten
where Yp" is the nominal value,
W 1 is a weight on the uncertainties (0.12) and 6 1 r e p resents the normalized parametric uncertainty for this stability derivative and is constrained within the interval [-1,1].
In this work the "Morton Methodology" for LFT generation is adopted. The approach is illustrated in Figure  4 . This approach is possible here since the equations of motion for the aircraft under consideration are ffine with respect to the uncertain parameters (i.e. the stability derivatives). This approach allows for minimal conservatism in the uncertainty set D. The linear equations of motion for the aircraft are rewritten as:
with:
As in the previous subsection, multiplicative uncertainty is introduced with Equation ( It is possible to locate frequencies where p 2 1 occurs using conventional methods with an extremely fine grid. Figure 6 illustrates that for a fine grid of 75 points selected in the interval [g,Z] = [lo-'.*, a peak gain upper bound for this system can be obtained which exceeds the lower bound that is determined by the optimisation approach. Significantly however, the optimisation algorithm is the only approach which generates a useful strictly real worst-case perturbation set AR is returned. A summary of the results is presented in Table 1 . The critical frequency returned using the o p timisation approach is wc = 0.7135 rad/s whereas the fine grid suggests an wc = 0.7096 rad/s. Note that the two solutions are accurate to two decimal places but that there exists a significant saving in computational effort using the optimisation approach. Moreover, the type of fine grid used here would not be computationally feasible when used over a wider interval. It is only of use after a "first pass" with the optimisation algorithm which will focus in on the frequency range of interest.
Substituting the perturbation parameters returned by the optimisation algorithm for AR into the difference equation I -N A n yields a determinant det(1 -N A R ) = (-0.99-9.02j)~lO-'~. This is deemed"c1ose to singular" from a robust performance perspective. Note that no a pnon information about the frequencies where pma. occurs has been passed to the optimisation algorithm in this example. 
Conclusions
This paper has considered the robustness analysis problem for a well known civil transport aircraft. It has shown that there are significant limitations in both standard p-Toolbox algorithms and the regularisation type approaches that have been proposed when attempting to determine the combination of real parameters that causes worst case performance. An optimisation based algorithm operating on a static matrix provides the following advantages:. A good lower bound which often exceeds the upper bound on p generated by a standard frequency grid is attained. A good combination of real parameters that causes the worst case to occur is also generated. Furthermore an optimisation approach provides useful information for the generation of an extremely fine grid which may be necessary for the certification process.
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